Despite decades of intensive research, the causes of carcinogenesis have not been fully elucidated. Xu et al^[@bibr1-1178626419886280]^ discovered 3 variants strongly associated with nasopharyngeal carcinoma. The study is provocative and comprehensive. However, cautions should be taken before the benchtop work translates to cancer prevention practice.

Cantonese, the hardest hit subpopulation by nasopharyngeal cancer, carry high risks even after they migrate to other parts of the world,^[@bibr2-1178626419886280],[@bibr3-1178626419886280]^ despite that the low-risk Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) subtypes are circulated in those regions. The aforementioned observation suggests that some genetic components are critical for this type of malignancy. A hypothesis attributes cancer onset to the local buildup of HCl, mediated by hydrogen bond donors and acceptors and basic amino acids,^[@bibr4-1178626419886280],[@bibr5-1178626419886280]^ accounting for the long but still growing list of oncogenic mutations. Red meat is marked by the presence of myoglobin which carries about 21% positively charged basic amino acids, attracting anions such as ${Cl}^{-}$ and enhancing the formation of strong acids.^[@bibr4-1178626419886280]^ Nasopharyngeal carcinoma is prevalent in the humid southern coastal China, Southeast Asia, and Mediterranean regions, but not in the noncoastal and nonhumid southern Yunnan Province, China, and nonhumid Central China.^[@bibr6-1178626419886280]^ The nearly saturated humidity in the so-called *Huinan* period in Guangdong from March to May tend to induce the expression of proteins with extensive hydrogen bonding to water and protons, augmenting the formation of HCl and causing mutations.

Frequent nose bleeding and nasal discharge are symptoms of nasopharyngeal carcinoma, and might also render normal individuals more susceptible to the onset of nasopharyngeal cancer. This type of phenomena has been documented in colorectal cancer.^[@bibr7-1178626419886280]^ Given that the EBV virus harbors high content of hydrogen bond donors and acceptors as well as hydrophilic amino acids such as alanine, the moist environment may help the virus to colonize the nasal cavity, compounding the analysis as both virus and high humidity are likely to contribute to carcinogenesis.

Interestingly, nasopharyngeal carcinoma cases have been in the decline in recent years in South China as well as in Southeast Asia,^[@bibr8-1178626419886280][@bibr9-1178626419886280]-[@bibr10-1178626419886280]^ as the *Huinan* period shortens and the humidity lessens to some extent in Guangdong due to global warming.

In summary, the EBV virus can be the driver, passenger, or both in the onset and progression of nasopharyngeal carcinoma. The discovered associations by Xu et al warrant further investigation to discern the dominant effects of the virus and the near-saturated humidity in the *Huinan* season in Guangdong Province of China.
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